
PROOF
Faster, better, cheaper is today an overriding 
mantra. Nowhere is this phrase more 
relevant in terms of consequence and 
actuality than in container port logistics. 
As containership capacities increase by 
the month and expectations for vessel 
turnaround remain at 48 hours, throughputs 
of 500+ TEU an hour are demanded. 

Clearly, increased productivity can be 
accomplished by throwing manpower at 
the problem; however, this increases costs 
and can result in health and safety issues. 
Considering most operations are already 
running 24/7, the only practical solution is 
automation.

Whilst automation is credited with 
many benefits, the summation of these is 
essentially economic; in short, it delivers 
higher levels of output at a lower unit cost. 
Benefits include:
• Reduced cycle time
• Reduced workforce
• More efficient land use
• Improved safety for workforce, 

containers and equipment
• Improved working practices and 

environment
• Lower environmental impact
• Improved load flexibility (ability to 

ramp up or down with minimal on 
cost)

In some respects container handling 
lends itself to automation. The container 
is essentially a defined shape and size, 
thus all modes of transportation (ship, 
articulated lorry, rail wagon) are designed 
around it, and as a consequence, all share a 
similar layout and design.  

Having said this, increasing throughput 
demands and variability of destination 
(landside / waterside), as well as the 
need to interact safely with internal / 
external workforces and the inevitable 
non-conformities, make automation a 

serious, not to mention extremely capitally 
expensive, challenge.

In truth, whilst a fully autonomous 
operation would deliver massive benefits, 
limitations of current technology and 
health and safety protocols currently 
prec lude i t s  implementat ion, and 
consequently, state-of-the-art container 
ports utilise a hybrid autonomous / semi-
autonomous approach.

Whilst semi-autonomy is facilitated by 
use of camera systems allowing remote 
control, autonomous operation can 
only be achieved using sensors which 
provide accurate real time data about the 
surrounding environment. These include:
• Localising / positioning devices: 

GPS and components which detect 
embedded magnetic tape

• Object identification devices: RFID 
readers and OCR readers

• Sight giving devices: Laser sensors 
(LIDARS) 

This article, whilst making reference 
to the beneficial use of other sensors, will 
predominantly concentrate on the unique 
and ever increasing role of laser technology 
within this sector.

The laser sensor
As human beings we take sight for 
granted. Our brains use what is very 
sub jec t i ve  in format ion  and  by  a 
combination of observing relative object 
positions and acquired experience we can 
perform amazingly complex tasks (for 
instance determining if we can or cannot 
overtake whilst driving). 

In order to program a machine to even 
approach these capabilities it would need 
an accurate real time 3D data map of its 
surroundings. 

A laser measurement device measures 
how long it takes for a digital pulse of 

light to be reflected and converts this time 
into a distance. High-speed controlled 
rotation of such a device allows generation 
of a two dimensional real time data ‘map’. 
Layering of these maps by moving the 
device vertically (for example) or using a 
multiplicity of beams provides a three 
dimensional data map or ‘point cloud’. 
Laser devices are used throughout the 
modern container port. 

For this article I will segment their use 
according to functionality.

Collision avoidance
As discussed previously, equipment which 
enhances safety and prevents accidents 
will reduce downtime and maintenance 
costs. Mounting several of these devices 
on STS cranes - according to their 
degrees of movement - will alert onboard 
or remote operators to impending 
collisions between a crane, ship, cargo 
and / or other cranes. In addition, 
exclusion zones can be pre-programmed 
to automatically trigger an alarm or stop 
crane movement if anything encroaches 
near them. Whilst not certified as safety 
devices, these units effectively perform 
the same function.

Similarly LIDARS can be located on 
the trolley of an ASC or RTG in order to 
prevent collision with container stacks and 
/or transit vehicles used for loading and 
unloading. Two dimensional scanners are 
also used on the four corners of the many 
types of transit vehicles used between a ship 
and an ASC / RSG. Regardless of whether 
these are manned or automatic, their 
presence prevents expensive collisions with 
other vehicles, personnel or static equipment 
/ containers. The same methodology is used 
for RTGs (which are notoriously difficult 
to pilot) and there can even be benefits for 
siting units at the base of ASC’s.
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Automatic container handling
Two dimensional and three dimensional 
laser scanners are used on the trolley of 
the ASC to facilitate automatic location, 
pick-up and delivery of containers. These 
devices determine the optimum route 
through a container stack, accurately map 
container location taking into account 
any skew or tilt and guide the spreader 
throughout the pickup process. They then 
(together with information from the TOS) 
determine and execute the best route to 
the onward transit vehicle reversing the 
pick-up process in order to achieve a safe 
set down. 

Here again, a laser based system has 
been developed to ensure that trucks are in 
the optimal position to receive containers. 
Ironically, health and safety procedures 

demand that container delivery from the 
ASC onto a manned vehicle requires 
remote operator supervision. However, in 
these cases it is not unusual that a remote 
operator uses a laser controlled system with 
a finger poised ready on the emergency stop 
in case of unforeseen issues. 

The higher complexity of STS Crane 
operat ions  with increased human 
interaction (personnel on the ship’s loading 
deck) has meant that this process has been 
one of the last to be automated. Recently, 
crane systems with remote operators are 
being specified for new facilities. Here, 
multiple cameras are used to improve 
visibility and control, therefore allowing 
quicker cycle times and dramatically 
increasing productivity and safety. In time 
it is envisaged that laser controlled pick 
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up as described above will be added to the 
‘toolbox’; either as an additional remote 
operational aid, or in order to more fully 
automate the STS operation.

Navigation
Increasingly autonomous vehicles are being 
used in container ports. Their use removes 
personnel from the work area reducing both 
labour costs and potential injury. In theory 
(although not always in practice), these 
vehicles will also deliver quicker cycle times.

Ports where the waterside component 
can be isolated (all E-ASC and some 
C-ASC based facilities) are most suited 
to implementation. In general, it is 
impractical to fully automate the landside 
of any terminal as this is usually the 
interface with the road network, thus 
containers need to be unloaded onto 
manned vehicles.

Control  of  autonomous vehic les 
(flatbed AGV’s or 1/1 or 1/4 straddle 
carriers) can only be achieved if a 
vehicle can determine exactly where 
it is and what is around it. To do this a 
combination of sensors are used; magnetic 
induction sensors, high accuracy GPS 
sensors and laser sensors. It should be 
noted that the laser sensors used for 
collision prevention (described above) 
could be used for this purpose also.

Autonomous straddle carriers offer the 
added benefit of ‘decoupling’ container 
movement between an STS and an ASC 
(as they can independently pick and place 
containers) thus temporary buffers can 
be used. The downside is that these units 
need to incorporate autonomous location 
and container handling functionality as 
used by the ASC’s adding to complexity 
and equipment cost.

As can be seen, laser sensors have and 
will in the future be a transformative 
technology in the evolution of container 
ports. Currently there is significant debate 
regarding the feasibility and safety of 
driverless cars. Little by little the idea is 
gaining traction and in ten years’ time 
it is likely that manned and unmanned 
vehic les wil l  coexist on our roads. 
Similarly autonomy will be gradually 
introduced and proven within the 
container ports. Unsurprisingly in both 
these areas it is laser sensor technology 
which is driving change.
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